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PREFACE

This handbook describes an innovialve insaucdonal/intavention model
that represents a pomising appoach to the education of language minority
=dens. It is one of four handbooks produced to document and dissem-
inate the findings of the Innovaive Approaches Research Project (IARP).

The IARP evolved from concerns show the stem of education for
language mimeity =Mts. By the middle of the 1980's, iburaitical areas
were identifod: litency instruction, science/math insuucdon, dropout
prevention, and the instructke of exceptional students. Improvements in
those areas were needed to enhanm the educational oppornmities of
language minority students. To gather mon timely information and
provide models whk.h offered the jambe of real solmions, the U.S.
Department of Educathm, Office of Bilingual Education and Minority
Language Affairs (OBEMLA) fielded the Innovative Approaches Resesith
Project in Sepember 1987.

The structure of the IMP represents an hmovation in the managanent
of federally-funded education resemch. OBESILA chose Development
Associates, Inc. of Arlington, Virginia to manage and direct the overall
IARP effort DevelopMent Associates, in turn, issued a pmelem statement
and solicited collaboramrs to conduct research and demented= projects
that addressed issues in the four critical aim Numerous educsticmal
research organizations and investipton nsponded with their Mem and the
IARP staff convened peernview panels to select tin nmst appopriate
responses. The projects selected by the peer-review panels weie funded by
Development Associmes to implemmt die projects in local schools from
191113 to 1990.

The rematch collabmatars selected to conduct the IARP research inid
demonsuatkon projects wen first asked to Went* punish* approaches
to die educed= of language minority students in the topic areu.
Second, they were asked to test the effectiveness of approaches in
actual school settings. Third, they was asked m document the implemen-
ration procedtues and the outcomes of the epproach. Finally, they were
asked to collaborate wkh IARP staff in muting hodbooks and tecimical
materials. The IARP staff is pesemly disseminathig the results of the
project and beginning a process of replicating the models.

This handbook COMMitliiiY Knowkdge and Ciatvoan Practice: Corn-
blrdng for Literacy Instruction pmvides information about the
IMP model for providing literacy instruction to language minority
children, which was implemented in an urban school district in the
southwestern part of the United States. School pessonnel, parents and
edwational planners may use this handbook to assess the appmpriateness
of the interventicm for their schools. Also, teachers may look to the
handbook for explicit advice on implementing the modeL Menton, the
handbock provides many details about effective strategies and required
resowves for replicating the model. It also gives clear examples of the
instructiatal strategies used on a day-to-day basis to make classroom
teaching effective.

We have also sought ways to make this handboce easy to use. The main
text was prepared by the reseatch collaborators and represents their
findings. The document is structured so that= interested reader may grasp
the essential aspects of the model by reading the overview and major
features section. Practitioners might wish to pay special attention to the
"What Do I Do?" section. In the concluding sections, the research collab-
=tors note the results that schools might expect if the project were

Community Knewleelge
and Classroom Practice
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Porticipotosy Teaching/Learning
A key feature of instrucdon found in each of the four IARP research and
cbmonsnation ptojects was an approach to teaching that encouraps
students to actively participate in binning activities. For the language
minority student, partkipatory learning is impostant because it (1) ac-
knowledips that indivkluals Item in many different wayiz (2) allows
students to fiequently pumice and use their developing English and other
Imams MLR (3) provides teachers with *want feedback on student
problems and achlevemam (4) allows students to integrate durir unique
cultural and personal perspectives; and (5) genendly improves student
motivation and =catkin.

In Community Knowledge students wae encouraged ur become active
lawn= through the Raley activities the students developed literacy
skills as a tool for communicating and thinking within the context of
socially meaninful taska.

Cooperative Leomin
Coopetative learning is a method of instruction that is stalent-centered
and that cremes intadependence among studems, involving them in face-
to-face intawdon, whib maintaining individual accountability. In
classrooms where coopermive lean** is utilized, students work jointly to
accomplish an acadanic task, solve problents.ormsolve issues. Coopetati ve
learning can take a number of forms, such as peer tutoring, group projects,
class presentations, etc. Cooperative learning within the IARP research
and demonstration projects reflected the belief that teachers and stab=
have considerable mammas to offer each other mid that those resmuces
should be effectively used ki the teschingilearning process.

Cooperative learning has been shown to be an effective pedagogical
tool and is pasticularly appropriate for language minority students, many
of whom come from cultural glows where cooperative approaches are
highly valued (Cochin, 1989; Jacob & Mattson, 1987; Kagan, 1986;
Solis, 1988). The advantages for language minority students ate: (1) high
leveb of interaction and communication are required, stimulating students
to productively use cognitive and oral English language skills; (2) students
with heterogenous knowledge and skill level& help one another to meet
lesson gosk (3) student self-confidence and self-esteem can be enhanced
through individual comributions and through achievement of group goals;
and (4) individual and group telations in the classzoom may be improved.

The Community Knowledge model made extensive use of cooperadve
approaches. One wader in particular extended a cooperadve environment
throughout the class' instructional day. In her "Sunshine Room," various
sections of the room were set aside for cooperative activities through
which students learned to collaborate in story-telling, in writing, and in
researching a variety el topics.

The Content of Instruction
for Language Minority Students
In the IARP models, the revisions in the instructional approaches used also
incorporated important changes in the content of instruction presented to
the stuck:us First, implementation of the innovative approaches implied
shills in the auriculum toward more challenging levels of work. And
second, the innovations also included a focus on making instructional
content morn relevant to the cultural background and personal experiences
of students.

4
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THE PROBLEM AND THE CHALLENGE
It is generally accepted that Hispanic (and other) working-cless students,
especially those whose first language is Spanish, are at-risk educationally.
Usually the label of "wrisk" means two thinsc that there is a high drop-
om nee unclog this group of students, and that the eductsional attainment
of those who stay in school is kw (see, e.g., Steinberg, Blinds, & Chan,
1982). Explanations of these tandems' school pufrimance usually assume
thauhey cane from sockilly and intellectually Braking family environments
(limitations in the students' "fimds of background experience," as we
researcher called it), or that these students lack ability, or that time is
something wrong with their *Wring, especially in comparison to wealthier
peers.

What often goes unexamined in these discussions is the type of
instruction that these students usually encounter in school. Whim is the
name of instruction for working.class students? As several nesearchas
have pointed out instruction for these students cen be summarized as rote
drill and practice, and intelketually limitedwith an emphasis on low-
level literacy mut computational sidis (see, e.g., Anyon, 1980% Oaltes,
1986; also see (bodied, 1984). 'This reduction of the intellectual level of
the cturiculum is especially marked when the students ars not fluent in
English. The tendency then is to reduce the curticulum's levelacomplexity
to match the students' real or pesceived level of English language fluency.
In a sense, the assumpdon is the these students cannot learn smut they are
fluent in English. What the readers should keep in mind is that these
reductions of the curriculum am systemic; they me not the exceptitm but
the rule; in fact, they am pan cd' the political connections or relationships
between society and schools (see, Spring, 1989).

Important for mu ptesent purposes is that assumptions about students'
limitations, especially the belief that these =date wive in school with
social, cognitive and Ennis& deficits, seem to be matched bY the way Mel
teachers (and miministrators) define and organize classvom instruction
and, as such, structure what these students are asked to do with literacy.
Cole and Griffin (1967) have captured the consequences of such an
emphasis:

..a continued imbalance in the educational meadow that
&We the education of minorities mad of white mithile-class
children deepens the problem: as schools saving minority
children focus tin& resources on increasing the um of wee-
kly:min methods for drilling the basics, they &awe the
opportunities for those children to participate in the hisher
level activities that me needed to =el in mathematics and
science (p.

In terms of literacy instruction, these rote practices stand in sharp
contrast to the recommendations of recent studies of effective literacy and
language learning. These studies consistently point out the impotence of
students interacting frequently, purposefully, mid meaningfully with
language and text (see. Edelsky, 1986; Farr & Daniels, 1986; Wells, 1986).

How can we help develop meaningful literacy instructional practices
with these students? What resources could we use to extend instruction
beyond the limits of rote or low level skills-based ractices? Our approach
combines two lines of research emphasizing the social and cultural bases
of learning. On the one hand, we draw on studies the relate and integrate
knowledge about students' home and community practices into im-
provements in classroom instruction (see, e.g., Mailmen, 1985;
1956). These studies show that, properly used, social and cultural practices
can serve as powtdul resources for the children's schooling, especially for
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Magin Notes

The researchers note that after
towage minority students are
labeled "at risk" a stereotypt set of
assumprIons ire made about therm
MUM Liviguage minority students are
at risk, the undertfing cause Is Sk*
to b the eckzational setting in which
they learn Men Instructbn for
language minority stueivrts proceeds
from low expectations about the
students' ability ccuplasd with a lack
of information about robustness of
the home background.

Here the trsearchers pradde suggeb-
tbns for reading about the social and
cultural basis of learning.



Margin Notes

The authors note additional rwadings
about participatoty approaches to
texhingones in Mich the stu-
dents are active learners.

The central premise under&ing this
project is that evety househad has
"funds of knowledp" and that these
funds are valued resources of the
cultum The households of language
minority and morting class families
are potentlaitte a vital cognitive and
social resource for the teacher.

the development ci literacy. 80 as Gallimrre (1985) has suggened,
cultural practices are not rigid and inviolate models of teaching and
learning that must be copied wholly in clasmooms, but are a soma of
ideas. We awee. As part ci this chapter we will report on an analysis that
helped us re-ddine the students' howahokls as imports= social and
cognitive resources for literacy instruction.

In studying lxnv to apidy these tesources in practice we have also drawn
on recent theoredcal sad practical developments emphasizing the impor-
tan= of an hue:active, meaning-based teaching of literacy (see, e.g..
Goodman, 1986; Chaves, 1983; Moll, 1988; Wallace, 1989). These
"participatory" approaches highlight children as active learners using and
antlying literacy as a tool for communication and for thinking. The role
of the teacher, which is critical, is to enable and guide activides that
involve tandems as thoughtiU1 learners in socially meaningful tasks. Of
camel concern is how the teacher facilitates the students' °taking over"
or appropriating dm leamin activity. As Langer (1987) has sweated,
"As lemmas assume ownetship for their literacy activides...dmy are in a
sense lemming to master themselves they gain control of their own
abilities as literste thinkers and doers, using lowers to serve their own
n eeds" (p. 7). Our project. therefwe, was designed tofacilitate a critical
re-thinking of common and limiting assumptions about tin students and
their families, old about how we go about teaching language minority
students.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT
Darks the past two yews we have piesented our study in many conferenc-
es and classes, including tuesewsims to teachers from different regions
d the country and from other countries. Invariably, there are two aspects
of ow wort that antact the most menden. especially from teachers. One
is our analysis of what we term households' "funds of knowledge": the
essemial bodies of knowledge and information that households use to
survive, to get ahead, or to thrive. We have studied how these funds of
lmowledp originate and how they are socially learned and shared within
and among households. In contrast to most classrooms, which function as
self-contained or enclosed units, householth never function in isolation;
they are always linked to other households through social ties or networks
that facilitate, among other important functioos, the uchange Of knowl-
edge.

We have also documented the beackh of this knowledge. We challenge
the commonly held view of Ladno and other working-class households as
somehow lacking knowledge or intellectual vitality. Our perspective
facilitates a positive view of these households as containing ample social
and cognitive resources with great potzatial utility for classroom literacy
insuuction. As part of this chapter. we will urge teachers to consider
household funds ofknowledge an essestial valued sesames of the culture
whatever the chiklren's cultural background. We will also urge teachers
to consider how to we or mobilize existing funds of knowledge within
their own classrooms. Ultimately, it is the teachers and students themselves
that must create the classroom conditions to understand and exploit these
resowces as part of their literacy practices (see Domains of Knowledge in
the Community, p. 55).

A second aspect dour work that teachers respond to with great interest
is ow insistence on the importance of developing after-school settings
(which we've called "labs" ce study groups) in support of classroom
teaching. We contend that teachers need a setting where they can help each
other think; where they can analyze their teaching and the teaching of



others. evaluate new ideas about instruction, and identify resources to use
in teaching, be it from the households, dm communities, or from their own
schools or classrooms. For these purposes, we developed a setting where
teachers and researelmrs met to analyze literacy instruction, exchange
information, and provide support for introducing poetical innovations. It
is a place where teacimrs have voice and control, where they can assist each
other with their work (for similar ideas, see Berliner, 1985; Tharp &
Ullman:, 1989).

The development of such settings or study groups is our bask recom-
mendation for teachers or administrators who are interested in gplying
our ideas elsewhere. However, we me convinced that the term ureplkation"
is a very 'misleading metaphor. It implies, erroneously from our point cd
view, that all one has m do b copy SoMeOne else's work or follow a set of
prescriptions that will lead to success. This wpm% ignores the impor-
tance of the dynamics af local issues and contexts in influencing how one
wu-ezie - what Goldenberg and Gallimme (1990) call the imponance of local
knowledge. e hater choice of terms than replication would be "re-
invention." It impliez tat we can bcerow ideas from elsewhete but that
one must apply those idea new by taking into account the specifics of
local settings. Pmticipants in each setting must re-invent the innovations
to fit specific local concerns and coctexts.

Central to this re-invemion (and re-g.nmextualization) is the thorough
involvement of teachms. No hmovation has mealistic chance of succeeding
unless teachers am able to express. define, AM address problems as they
see themunless teachers cmne to see the innovation or the change as their
own. Admittedly, this process takes a good &al of effort and is dme
consuming. We offer no easy recipes for teaching ti;nce we are dealing with
the complexities of schooling. Fr= our perspective the uhimate outcome
of an innovation (or of a re-invention) depends on h w umbers become
part of the decishm and process to initiate change. One important way to
facilitate such serious wader involvement, as we propose, is through the
development of study gnmps.

Both the household analysis and the close collaboration with teachers
have helped shape what is a central theme in our work: the importance of
understanding the social and cultural conditions under which people use
literacy to create meaning, whether in households or in classrooms. This
socio-cultural approach with its focus on the practices of literacy has
definite implications for instruction. as Remdck (1990) has recently
explained:

The shift in perspective from personal skill to cultural
practice carries with it implications for a changed view of
teaching and instructionaf literacy is viewed as a bundle of
skills, then education for literacy is most naturally seen as a
maner of organizing effective lessons that is, diagnosing
skill strength and deficits, providing appropriate exercises
in developmentally felicitous sequences, modvating stu-
dents to engage in these exercises, giving clear explanation
and direction. But if literacy is viewed as a set of cultural
practices then educadon for literacy is more naturally seen
as a process of socialization, of induction into a community
of literacy practical (p. 171, emphasis in original).

Creating the conditions for this socialized= into literacy, halidng
children actively engage in meaningful literacy practices as part of a
classroom community, is the main topic of our classoom analysis. Rather
than provide a general narrative or summary about this work, we have
opted to present specific case studies of two teachers' classrooms and an

Conummity Km/Wedge 3
and Ossaroom Priacticai

Margin Notee

The authors note that a first step in
fostering a climate for Innovation Is
the mental of an after-school lab
which serves the Interests and needs
of teachers and is Wry* controlled
by them

Any process of kmovation rag ulti-
mately depend upon teachers' owning
the pvcess and defining the probiem

wAys that are meaningful to them.
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Resourcee for Literacy Instruction

Margin Notes

The &villas are an utter!. entrem-
narks! family svhich is active in the
smite sector of the bcal economy
Even the ixa-adolescent children
establish small businesses.

A wide range of skills and knowledge
are known in the canmunity and
there Is conskierable exchange among
members thmugh strategic",
developed social ties.

Oy implication, this knowledge could
become the lxue of teaching in
classrooms.

Also consider the next example, from a family with an twban background
(from Moll & Greenberg, 1990):

'The Zavslas ue en urban working class family, with no ties
ft the rend hinterland. They have seven children. Their
eldest denim. however, no longer lives ii home, but with
her boyfriend and son. Mr. Zavala is bee characterized as an
entrepreneur. He weds as a builder, part-time, and owns
some aputments in Thelon and propenies In Naples. Mrs.
Zavala was born in Albuquerque. New Mexico, in 1950 but
came to Tucson as a young child. She left school in the lith
grsde. Mr. Ueda was bom in Naples, Sonora in 1947.
whelp he lived until he finished the 6th grade. His father too
wu from Naples. His father had lbrieeducuion. and began
to work st the age of 9 to help stapport the family. His family,
then, moved to Naples, Arizona whew ke wean to school
for another two years. When he was 17, Mr. Zavala left home
mut joined the samy, and spent two years stationed on
milituy bases in Callfmnis and Texas. After his discharge.
In tenoned to Naples, Atizons and worked for a year
installing television cable and installing beating and cooling
ductain 1967, Mr. Zonis Game te Tucson, first winking as
a house painter for six mantis. then in en &Plane spair
shop where he worked fillf three yeas. In 1971, be opened a
washing machine wad strips= repair shop, a business he
had for three years. Since 1974, Mr. Laval, works in ceu-
struction part time, builds and sells bruises. =din owns four
apartments (two of which he built in the backyard of his
house).

Everyone in the Zavala's househohl, including the children,
is involved in informal Raw economic activides to help the
family. Juan, for example, who is in the sixth grade, has a
bicycle shop in the bat* of the house. He buys used bicycle
parts at the swap meet and assembles them to build bicycles,
which he sells at the yard sales his family holden:Wetly. He
is also building a go-cml. and saya he is ring to charge kids
15 cents per ride. Rb slatare, Casten and Coachits, sell
masses theirmother buys in Naples to their schoolmates.
The children have used the money they have earned to buy
the family a video recorder.

The knowledge and siMs that such households possess is extensive and
the potential power of these social networks in making these resources,
intellectualICSOUlteS, available to clusooms is truly formidable. To make
the point, we have culkd from cur household data all heormation about the
knowlahle available among 30 familia in our sample, including the
Mondes and Zavala families mentioned above. We then organized this
information into several categorks to illustrate the extent of knowledge
available in these working-class households ad social networks. (A list of
thae knowledge domains appears as an appendix following page 53.) As
cm be seen, we have visited families that know about different soils,
cultivation of plants, seeding, and water distributim and management.
Others know about mdmal husbandry, veterhaary medicine, ranch ecomm y,
and mechanics. Many of the families know about carpentry, masonry,
electrical wiring, faxing, and building codes; to maimain health, often in
the absence of doctors, some families employ folk remedies, herbal cures,
midwifery, and first aid procahres. And the list goes on. Needless to say,
not every household in ow sample possesses knowledge about all of these
mamas. But that is precisely the point. It is unnecessary for individual
persons, households, or classrooms to possess all this knowledge. When
needed, such knowledge is available and accessible through social networks
of exchange.



Clearly, the idea us these families are somehow devoid debilities and
skills is simply errceeous. The common view the tie* children suffa
from a deficit d "funds of background experience" isseriously challenged
by ow work. Fran ow paspeaive, these families :mescal amajor social
and intellectual resource fey the schools. The extent of their funds of
knowledge justifies our million that the community needs to beperceived
by others, especially educators, and probably by the community itself, as
having strength or power, as having resources that schools came *we.

In an important sense, the schools are in an analogous situation to the
households we we studying. All schools consider that they need more
resowces in addressing the needs of students, especially if these students

are minority children and from poor neighborhoods. It is common for
teachers so bemoan the scarcity of resources. Dealing with scarcity of
resources. however, is an everyday issue in the households. The exchange
of funds of knowledge, as we have explained, is a major anategy to deal
with the lack of resources. a sumegy developed to harness, control and
manipulate resources. The idea is to do the most wfth what you have.

A Laixwatory for 'hachers to Share Innovative Ickas

We were also fully aware, however, that household resources become
pedagogically useful oaly through the work of mochas. For these pwposes
we created an after-school sening with teachers to analyze instruction and
to develop innovations in the teaching (illiteracy. This after-school setting
repiesents a social context for informing,assisting, and supporting teachers'
performances where they could develop their own supponive nawark.
Initially we sought to devekip place to discuss with the teachers die
information we were obtaining about the households' ftmds ofknowledge.

A weekly meeting fostered the formation of new social relationships
among the teachers and led to the exchange of ideas mid resources within
the gmupmuch like the household networks we were studyin in the
community. On tim average, ten teachers met once week for approxi-
mately two hours with two members of the march team, who were
teaches% getting advanced degrees. Princquils were invited to the meetings
and one did attend periodically. We would, however, recommend four to
six teacher-members as an optimal size for a group.

We used the group weeklies the teachers' interests and concerns within
their specific classrooms. The teachers assessed what they wanted to
chants in their classrooms, mad articles about literacy instruction and
teachers who were already conducting mwe "participatory" lessonsoffend
suggestions and advice.

We see the after-school lab as an activity setting where teachers and
researchers get together to stmly teaching (bow teachers teach and why
they teach the way they do), to learn about the households, about each
other, and to develop instructional innovations. Through the work in these

groups we understood better the difficulty of introducing innovations into

piactice.
We thus note that providing teachers with recipes for change does mil

work. Consequently, we offer no prescriptive mandates, no set curriculum
for teachers to follow. Teachers must work with each other to think,
analyze, and create the conditions for change within their specific cir-
cumstances that relate to their personal or professional needs. We believe
that teachers' study groups are the key vehicle for this involvement.

Community Knowledge 7
and Classroom FraCtiCee

Margin Notes

The authors take issue with the
notion that language minority
students are flow:how deficient in
their backgrounds, and instead posit
households as important resources
for texhing

the funds of knowledge in the commu-
nity can cme usefu f teachers are
able to re-orlent their instructional
practices To vicourage teachers in
that &calm, the researchers
established an after-school labora-
tory The wity it iturked is described
here.



Malvin Notes

rtw outlets' obsetvatiolis of
classmom psalm enabled them to
make four arialytic conclusions.

The twseatvh&s make seseral con-
cluding paints in this section. The
student's households ars reit In
funds of knowiedge. f3ut these funds
are rare& used in the classroom A
key to making PO innovation work is
the involvement of the teachers. Once
involved. they could draw o n the funds
of knowledge as rich resources for
creating rneanfnñIIIteracyacDMDIes
in the classroom.

Primipal Conclusion Based on Classroom Research
The third and final part dour study involved classroom research. Our goal
here was two-fold: analyze the existing organization of instruction and
document the work of the teachers involved in the project. We reliedon our
ciaSSIDOM observations to develop the instructimal case studies that form
the bu& of this chapter.

We can smnmarize our conclusions as btu major points.

The working-class, Hispanic louseholds in ow study possess ample
funds of knowledge that become manifest through household ac-
tivities. Thinking of families in stuns of funds of knowledge not only
captures an essential aspect of household and community life, but
helps define (and in many respects re-define) these families as
imports= social and cognitive resources for educaticm. We have
evety reason to believe that these findings am equally relevant to
other poindadons.

In cormast to households, however, most classrooms (and most
teachers) ftmcdon in indation not only from other classrooms but
fiom the social world of the students and the community. Classroom
literacy insmmtion, whether bilingual or otherwise, is generally
characterized by suchen following a prescribed curriculum that
usually relies heavily basal readers and worksheet writing amigo-
mem. Within these "self-contained" classroom, them is little
opportunity for students to use literacy actively in obtaining and
communicating information of penonal or intellectual Meant, and
the intellectual level ditto cuniculum is usually low; similarly, them
are few oppommities or MUM to take advantage of the funds of
knowledge available outside the classroom to awe new, advanced
circumstances for literacy use within the clauroom.
The key to the development and implementation of any innovation
is the involvement ci teachers in the research process. We are
convinced of the hnportance of teachers' study groups as settings
that help watchers to support each other in conducting the intellectual
and social work accuracy to obtain change in their classrooms.
Innovations must not be imposed by researchers or administrators,
but co-clevekved with teachers so that tbe new practices become
credible and usefid.

Teachen can take advantage of these funds of knowledge in a
number of ways, including inviting parents to contribute w lessons,
Inn we recommend making connections dudugh the concrete aca-
demic activities of the smdents. This requires that reading and
writing lessons be re-organized m become more interactive ce
participatory emphasizing the children 's use of literacy to obtain and
commmticate meaning. It is within these mu authentic and flexible
classroom contexts for the use of literacy that multiple connections
with the social world makes sense to teachers and to students. Such
activity based. meaning-centered lessons allow students and teachers
to take advantage of all of their (bilingual) resources, whether inside
or outside the classroom. and MUD circumstances for the children ' s
use of literacy in ways that far exceed what is currently offered in
classrooms.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL
We now present three case studies that illustrate key futon in our work.
We proem the case studies in scnne depth so that teachas and other
educators can use the informatke to think about these Mess in relation to
their own local settings and the ways they teach. In a sense, these case
studies, as a whole, repregPot a composite of *le instructional aspects of our
modeL The studies examine iespectively the classrooms of three teachers
Karen C., Marfa M., and Ina A. (All teachers' names and classrooms me
pseudonyms, ed).

The first study describes the functioning of a third glade classmom in
which the students sue immersed in literacy, where the children' s conslim-
dm and cmusol of knowkdge through literacy is the central focus of the
classroom' s routine. Teacher Karen C.'s work served as one model dhow
Kt cffganize instruction in ways that helped the children actively use and
manipulate literacy to accomplish academic goals. Her case study shows
how a teacher csm azrange literacy activities to take full advantage of the
social and linguistk resources (the children's ftmds of knowledge) that
children king with them into the classroom. Throughout, the teacher's
main concern was not necessarily with the acquisition of sped& literacy
skills cr subskills, but with whaher the children wen making meaning
through litaacy as they engaged in increasingly sophisticated activities.
This usacher' s practices provide a strillin connate the rote-him instruction
typical with working dass guidons.

We then follow with an example of how the study soup can function.
We highlight fifth grade bilingual teacher Mirk K's effects in changing
her instructional practices and in using ha colleagues in the study poop
as primary remotes for that change. Thoughberpanicipation in the study
group, this teacher was able to develop her theoretical sophisticstion and
implement changes in instruction within her classroom. The study group
served as a source of ideas and as a place where she could discuss with her
colleagues the application of these ideas. The study group always had a
practical connection to the classroom practice of the teachers and their
classroom wait had a theoretical connection through the readings and
discussions with peers in the study group.

The third case study shows how sixth grade teacher Ina A. incorporated
funds of knowledge into her classroom instruction, crealing a dynamic
social network between her maching of literacy and the knowledp of the
broader social conununity of her student& This teacher's work is ow most
clear example of mobilizing funds ofknowledge for teaching. Through her
classroom experimentation, she re-organized her kssons into theme un!.ts
within which the children would become active in =earth, aid created the
social ties necessary to bring parents and other community members into
her classroom to contribute to the academic content of her lessons. Her

work represents what we considers major innovation in wackier inviting
working-class parents to contribute substantively to the intellectual con-
teat of lessons.

In sum, the case studies capture the central elements of our pedagogical
approach. Readers could ask themselves these questions as they read these

case studiec
What is the role of the teacher in the classroom?

Is my classroom similar or dissimilar?

Do I know teachess who teach this way?

In what ways do teachers and students negotiate the curriculum?

With whom could I form a study group?

Marvin Notee

To illustrate how the model Nes
implemental, the reseasvhere chose
to descrbe three case studies. Tiks
first case me; ty descritves Karen Cs
success In mating a literate com-
niuniV in her closely= The second
case stvdy describes Marfa M.'s
evolution as a teacher thrvugh her
participation In the after-echool
laboratory The thind case study
describes the way kw A mobilded the
funds of kncvAedge In the community

to teach literacy skills.
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The Sunshine Rem
Each day in this classrocan begins outside. in the patio area of the school,
where all of the children, stair and faculty of this wintery school meet to
share announcements, sing, and swim the Pledge of Allegiance. The
children at this school come from the knmediaw neighborhood or from
other surrounding neighborlmotb. Approximately half of the studans we
Anglo and half reptesent minority populations, with about 37% Hispanic,
9% African-American, and 5% Nadve Americans.

Ilk boisterous voice of the principal can be heard over the group and
the day begim with mthusiasm. As the children and teachers move into
their classroom, the children noisily put away their things, greet each other
and mon w the group meeting sum in the center of the room.

Within this school environment is the Sunshine Room. The classoom
consists of 27 children, 12 boys and 15 girls, who come from either the
neighborhood or "bwrio" surrounding the school (16 children) or who
travel from othwneighbottoods in the city (11 children) as panda magnet
desegregation possum. Two adults assist in the clasnoom: teacher aide
Ms. P. and student teacher Ms. M. These two women. although they have
different experiences as madam, have purposeful roles in this class,
becoming team teachers with Ms. C.and participating and intetacting with
the childzen in the planning, development and implementation of activi.
des.

As iS common in bilingual classtooms, there is considerable diversity
in the children's language and literate abilities. According to the teacher,
Mem of the children am monolingual English speakers and modem Of
these, two children, Sarah BM Smoke, are learning to speak read and write
Spanish, and Dina is learning Romanian. Elizabeth is the only English-
dominant bilingual speaker and she also wads in both tannage& Nine
children are bilingual many, of these, Veronica, Susana and Lupita are
trading and writing in both languagen Francisco, Raymund° and Roberto
read both languages but are clearly Spanish dominant, and Rosario, David
and Ana ate Spanish-only readers. Jaime is a Spanish-daninnu speaker
who came into the classroom in the fall spealdng only Spanish and by the
end of the yew spoke and read some English as well. Acuzena is a
monalinigual Spanish speaker, she arrived in the United Stews from
Mexico in the swing and reads only Spanish.

A Typical Day in the Sunshine Room
As the participants in this classoom come together each morning thee is
chatter in both English and Spanish. The teacher finds a chair in the
meming area and the group quiets for announcemenu, calendar and
weather information, and a discusskm of the schedule fru the day.

At least one story is read aloud daily by the teacher. The stay might be
a big book in either Spanish or English, followed by paired reading or a
writing extension in which the pawn of a story is followed or new endings
are created, or it might be the ongoing reading of a chapter book, perhaps
by a favorite author of the daft Reading for meaning is re-established as
a goal every day during this class activity. For example, one day the class
read The GO of the Sacred Dog by Paul Goble, a selection that effectively
combimd quality lite:are with the thematic unit about Native Americans.
As the teacher reads aloud it is obvious that her primary concern is that the
children understand the story, gain meaning front the book, and enjoy their
experience.

CommunitN Knowledge
and Claaeroom ?realm

Marvin Notes

The demography of the school is
desalbed in the &et paragraph; the
thimi paragraph detMis the ethnic
and language background in the
9unahine Room.

The ear& morning is devoted to
reading a story mathematics. and
recess.
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them, but please return them to this spee PLEASE'!" A box stuffed to
overflowing with book; published by individual chilthen and the class is
labeled bilingually: "Sunshine Room Authors/Autores del Sunshine Room."
These two groups of books me poplar sources fin' reading material dming
SSR. Other boas COM from the window sill across the mots. ft is covered
with the books used for the owing theme studks. Books about dte general
topic of study are categorized in bins, for easy access. During the Native
American theme, the categories present arc Namtjo, general books about
Native Americans, Pueblo, Ancient Tribes, Yaqui, other Southwest tribes,

Tohono O'odam (Papago), Eskimos, lemends/pway. Native Amer-
ken art and music. These books range in type, &an Byrd Baylor's and Paul
Goble's pictuze books, to Alild's autooned information books, to adult
ow-fiction and coffne- table books. Tin books not only provide information
sources in English and Spanish for the thematic work, but are fiequently
chosen by the chiliken far fiee reading during SSR.

Still more books can be found elsewhere in the room. When the teacher
was preparing a new limature set for author studies, a shelf of these books
was marked: "Favor de NO Bever libros de aqui. Estoy peprando los
prdximos estudkts literarios. (Please do NOT take books from hens. I'm
peparing for our next literature study poops.) Ms. C ." The children's
selections from the library are in yet another bon, waiting to he exchanged
at their next visit. A peek into the children's cupboard seas reveals books
they are taking home to condi= leading and books they are bringing from
home to read and share with others.

In additimi to the wealth of books and leading materials, other functional
pint dots the envinmment. Two alphabets hang in the room , one in English
aid one in Spanish. Classroom mks, speed upon and signed dramatically
by the children and teachers are posted near the door. Schedules that
remind participants of activides such as guitar lessons and time in the loft
are nearby their associated work area. Writ= commtmication is evident
between the members of this ChISSMOM community. A note bangs on the
file cabinet by Ma Crowell's desk "Mra C., I finial out Tuesday 13th of
March was when Uranus was discovesed in 1781. From, Rita." Notes and
letters in Spanish and English from the teacher, the teaches assistant, and
the school to the parents are waiting to be delivaed at dismissal time. The
daily schedule is changed each morning and referred to by all perticipants
throughout the day. Reading and writing me not only subjects in this
clairoom, but essential, functional aspects of the classroom's intellectual
life.

In preparation for the literature study groups, the teacher brought in
approximately 50 books in text sets according to the author. The children
choose which author and in which language they wish to read and sign up
for literature circle groupa Each pimp meets about two times a week with
the adult member, and at Wier times independent of adult participation. In
addition to reading a variety of books by the sekcted amber, the children
learn biographical information about the author, compete his cc hes varied
pieces of writing, extend their reading into writing through literature logs
and other writing projects, analyze plots and illustrations, create story
maps and a variety of other related experiences.

On one revealing occasion, the William Steig author study group meets
with the teacher who has been absent for three days attealing a national
bilingual convention. In her absence, dul children were to meet as a gnuip
and be responsible for developing a visual representation of the connec-
tions they saw among the literature set of William Steig books read by the
group. The teacher had suggested the preparation of a chart, a web, or a
graph, but the specifics of the product were left up to the students. The
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Community Knowledge
and aBefrOOM Fractiots

Margin Notes

13

Karen c has made numerous books
about NatWe Americans available W
the students. These are organized
into thematic collections and stu-
dents any free W krrav them. Other
llook collections deal with specific
authors or topics.

Students are fro s Do use material,
but Karerit hem to use
good etiquette and return borrowed
books to their pmper place.
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Margin Notes

Various literature atria; an, meeting
In the classrvom and each circle W
visited 17y Karen a The researchers
describe the way Kanm C KO*9 with
a r2up Rho Is anabozing the relation-
ships tag:Mem multiple texts of the
same author. Ms . a provides guid-
ance to the grow, but she does not
dogmatical& specify the approach.

group also was to incorpcnte a list, developed before the teacher's
absence, in response to ha question, "What camections do you see?"

The chiklren share their work with the media. They have developed
several representations and they =pleb their graphs and charts. The
teachers asks question to clarify the chikken's intentions, such as "What
do these ablneviatkins mean. Jonny?" Some cd the products were ammo-
plished by glows so that neptiatkin ammg the students was necessary,
others weredeveloped indivithially. The group works together to incaporme
the children's kleas and to accomplish the teacher's objective for a secaid
chart to develop one dear, visual represansion. The teacher asks, "What
would you like to tryr and the group decides to develop a web, although
none of their individual podium were webs. "Let's try it," says the mocha,
"if it doesn't work out we can always start ova with a diffixem idea.* They
proceed to place the none `William Swig' in a chyle at the center of a large
butcher paper and to put the names of specific tides in smaller circles all
around the paper. The teacher serves as a recorder while the students make
suggestions and remember tides. However, when the attributes from the
list of connections are added to the web, it quickly becomes clear that the
infortnahm is too complex for this format.

The =cher recommends a chan format instead and turns over the
butcher paper. She lists the minas of the books being desaibed across the
top of the paper and the commit= betweat books down the left hand
side, dna the group as a whole decides which of the connections fit each
book Jenny contributes the idea of distinguishing between those con-
nections important to the stagy, with a check, or those which ae "details."
with a chyle.

The teacher leaves the group, moving to another literatme circle. Sbe
leaves Rka in charge of recortling information for the next tide and
suglassis that the children take turns completing the chart. The children
complete the chart systematically with= the teacher. Evan goes to the
shelf when) the author cemered Woks are housed to verify whether or not
an attribute is present in a book under discussion. "Dkl this work?" the
teacher asks when she returns to the stoup. As they look at the chart, they
decide that it does summarize what they feel connects the William Swig
boob and decide to add the copyright dates mider the titles. This decision
leads to the idea moaned= the chat in chronological order. The teacher
volunteers to put the titles in the right order when she copies the chart.
"Would you recommend these books to other people?* she asks the
students = they keak their stoup.

In another lisemture circle, the student teacher meets with a group of
child= who have already read Pep& (in Spanish) silently to themselves
during SSR. Now the group reads the story aloud, not to evaluate oral
reading, as might be the purpose in a traditional classroom, but to ensure
that all of the chikken, even those who might be called 'not so strong'
readers, have a complete undemanding of the text so that they may
panicipate in the later parts of the literatum study. Veronica is hesitant
when it is her time to read out loud. The student teacher reads the page with
her, giving Veronka confidence, and then the group moves to the nut
reader. All of the talk in this group is in Swish.

On another occasion, the teacher meets with four Spanish readers.
These children are selected by the teacher for special attention because she
felt they are not reading stmngly enough for meaning. The student teacher
works with a similsr group in English. The teacher gives each of the
children this text:

Me gusts (blank) el Judie zooldigico. Para mI es un (blank)
interesiante. Siempre (blank) los leones y los mows. Los
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Isaacs pare= (blank) y al mismo damp hermoso y
valiance. Los moms son (blank). Van y vienen (blink) y
hacen gestos chistosos. Aunties los leenes y las moues son
mis favorites, me (blank) ambito los defames y las *Sias.
En (blank) lodes los anknales del *din zooldgico me
fucinan.

[I like (blank) the zoo. For me it is an (blank) place. I always
(blank) the lions and the monkeys. The lions look (blank)
and at the same time beautiful and brave. The monkeys me
(blank). The come end go (blank) and make fenny gestures.
Although the lima and monkeys are my favorites. I (blank)
also the elephants and the giraffes. In (blank) all of the
animals in the zoo fascinate me.]

The group reads one sentence at a time in unison, saying, "blanco" in the
spaces. Then the children offer words to fill in die blanks.

Ana: "Miro." (Look.)

Teacher "Siempre mire los lemma y los mows. LEso tient
seetider ri always look at the lions and monkeys. Those
that make sense?]

The group: "Si." ("Yes., (The teacher wthes "miro" on the
board for sentence number three.)

Raymundo: "Pelean." ("Figh.]

The teacher "Siempre pelean los leans y los mows. LEso
tiene sentidor [The lions and monkeys always fight. Does
that make senser(She adds it unto the list when the group
approves.)

The dialogue continues as Rosario and David suggest "juegan" and
"viven" ("play" and "live"). The children decide as a gmup if each word
is appropriate to make the sentence make sense. 11 so, the teacher writes the
words on dm chalklmard. When all of the sentences are completed, the
group reads the entire paragraph again, using the first wonl hi each written
list to fill in the bbnks. Often, during the course of the activity, the group
uses language to talk about language. The smiles pokus out that the words
the children selected are all verbs, words of action, tied that most any verb
would make sense hem. She messes meaning, telling the students that it's
important "que las histories skanpre, siempre, siempre amass sfentklo y
hagan sentido" ("that the stories always, always. always have meaning and
make sense"). Therefote, die says, when you (the students) are marling and
don 't imow a word, substitute a weed dal makes sense.

SIR and literature studies transform into writing workshop with a quiet
verbal direction or by turning on and off the lights. Children murmur,
"Aww," with sadness and displeanue as they are instructed to put their
reading material away, but they am soon evilly absorbed in their writin.
Materials and week partners changeg quiet males about reading becomes
active discussion about writing projects, illustration, and publication.

Susana, a bilingual student, sad the teacher are positioned at the
computer. preparthg to print Susana's text for illustration and publication.
Susana reads her book, written in Spanish, to the teacher who follows on
the monitor. The conversation is in English. "You don't have a title.
Susana. What's the title of the book?" asks the teacher. She types in "La
muchacha rebelde" ['The rebellious girl") and prints out the text.

A group of girls sit at a rectangular table with their ongoing projects
spread out in front of them. "Let's have author circle now." says Brooke
and she and Elizabeth take turns reading their evolving text to Angel.
"What's the title?" asks Angel as she works on her own writing. Sus=
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Margin Notes

The authors describe the Ws of
interventions Karen C. makes to
strengthen the kenquage skills of
students. Her Intentitm is to have
students read for senseand thus
she urges them to substitute a surd
that WU make sense whenever they
don't know a word.

The researchers note that through-
out the !pleurae arts activities,
Karen la functions as a collaborator
with the students.
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Maryin Notes

The claw' activities turn to writing.
Many etuelents arewriting fiction
wtne of WW1 Is scperimental. Many
students have more that one writing
project gofrig o u av cm Om their
writing include s a variety of genres,
languages, styles, and cdlaboratko
relationships *town children and
&WO.

listens while she colors elaborate illusuations on a card to a previous
teacher in the school.

At the piano bench. Rachael and Lupin' WO a confaence with the
student teacher about spelling and return to the puldicatian process. Their
story represents im interesting collaboration. Rachael, a monolingual
English speaker, winoached the taliqpial Leptis mid invited her to join her
in a ptoject so that they could prothice a Idlingual book. Their joint sory
concerns a young English speaking girl who mamas a monolingual
Spanish *caking girl and the problans they face as they develop a
reladaship. In the coon of their dialogue, Ruched says, "Lupita, you
know who we should dor and suggests a minor revision. "No, thatwon 't
sound good," counters Lupin. %limy, you're right," Rachael adds, "I'm
not good at the Swish, Lapis." "You're not? Then just do the letters,"
comforts Lepite.

Jason and Evan are stretched out on the floor. Thus me papers spread
out all mound than and they exidain that they me worldng on two separate
stories of science fiction. Jason's science fiction piece is an elaborate
comic book about Viiffins' which has been evolving for several weeks.
He has written the text mid sepaintely drawn illustrations in comic boric
form. Now that be ks caning into the final stages ri his book, the teacher
has become a collabonuor and is copying the tat inw the illuStratiOnS at
his direction. She was drawn into the project because Jason couldn't write
small =oath to fit his wads into the comic book format.

Shelley and Saab soda* absorbed in their writing at a circular table.
Like Jasoo, they have been involved in one project for an extended period
of time, but theirs is a Choose Yaw Own Adventure story about a time
travel adventure (which the girls titled: An African Adventure). It began as
a complex skeletal oolitic, masted on two long sets of taped together
papers, one for each girl. At each step of the coding, the reader (an active
character in the story) makes a decision and the decision alters the plot of
the story. Shelley and Sarah have finished their outhne and are now
working on transforming it into readable text on note cards. The teacher
was a consultant for their padect as she helped them aeate a workable
process for formatting their canplicated text.

Jaime and Robe= me nestled under the lat. They me busy writing
latem during WW dme. The letters, written in Spenish, are beaded across
the mom m David and Raymund* who are =inched under the study
cartels. Jaime and Robyn° me writing to them "because they don't want
to be our friends and we want them to," explans Roberto.

The teacher describes the process of attending to the mechanics of
writing skills within a classroom emphasizing writing as a process:

I keep almost everything that the kids write so that I'm real
aware of what thinp they me trying out when they me
writing. If 1 see a lot of children exploring something then I
rifin do a dant class lessen (about a skill). We did that with
quotation marks. Them wen a la of kids trying to put
COMMIgkell into thefr stories but day don't use punctuation
and they don't use speech enders and you couldn't tell who
was talking. So we span a couple of days doing written
conversations, the kids did than with each other ht class and
they wen also asked to do it with their parents at home. And
then in the classroom we taaed about how you put (the
prurctuation) in so you can tell who is talking. Then the kids
went back end did that with their written converations. I
have seen that in their writing since then; some of the kids
are wally starting to use the ideas we practiced. The speech
carriers sppeared right away, they were less sure whet to do
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15 Resources for Literacy instruction

Margin Notee

A thematic unit is designed to
culminate with a dsmonstration of
thy groups' learnkg. Mtge the
leamkrg is progressing, there are
various centers of activityeach of
which has a afferent location within
the classroom aid which may dray
upon assistance from one of the
adults.

what they're interemed in, what their anus are. With the
Native American unit we are doing right now, the kids
wanted to do some independent research pmjects but they
also wanted to do centers. The repoam they'll produce will
pmbably be a page or a couple of pages and we talked about
binding them into a book for the library, because we found
very little inikramation in our school library to help us.

Based on the type of pinning just described, the teacher collects wide and
varied literacy nuserkds to fill the classroom with information in both
Spanish and English. In Widen to books, approximately 100 trade books,
pieces of art, postent and stiff= find their way into the classroom from
the teachers, support staff, parents, and the children themselves.

Karen C. makes use of the children's interests and ideas and she plans
the hunting experiences that will fam part of the thane units. The themes
involve large groups, small groups and individual activities, and all subject
areas. The general organization of the Native American theme can be
summarind as follows. The illustration below graphically represents the
thematic webs.

Each theme culminates in some form of a product or of a demonstration
of the group's teaming. Rw example, the Native American theme In-
duced a class book that included all a the children as co-authors and a
detailed bibliography. A !hems about Egypt ended with an impressive
transformatkm of the classroom into a museum, which the other classes
visited with the students serving as guides. These ideas evolve during the
themes and Sre usually inIdated by the children themselves.

The centers that involve the children during the Native American theme
vary in content sod process. At one side of the room, Angel, Roberto,
Jaime, and Francisco are lemming about corn. On the tabk where they sit
is a basket containing blue and yellow corn chips to taste, a collection of
trade books in Wish and Spanish about corn, a two-page information
sheet, and a colorful basket of squash and Indian corn. The teacher briefly
joins the children to explain the procedure. What she leaves, the children
taste the corn chips, read a book about corn, and write about each
experknce. The books are varied in style and language and the children
cheer when the teacher explains that she found a Spanish translation of one

Literature Study
-Paul G.M.
-Stone Fox
-Byrd Baylor

Centers
-corn
-weaving
-film strips
-research

lndMdual
Activities
-research waled,
-webs
-self-selected reading

Research
-questions
-fnforination

collection
-references
-report writing

AMMON'S) 'Mortpublicstion
-personal webs

Large Group
Activities

-webs
-discussions
-shared literature
-soaking
-Navajo chants



of the books (Corn is Maize. by Aliki). The children also read a corn legend
mi the paper included at their center, tided, "Niman dancers Hopi" and
color the accompanying illustration.

Across the room. Rafael and Susan work with the teacher assist= on
weaving. Each child has a Raked Wench which serves as the frame for their
work. Ms. P. helps the child= select colors, measum the appropriate
amount of yarn and begin the weaving. Spanish predominates their casual
and comfortable conversation as the childien methodically weave colors
of yarn around the natural looms. In the basket on their table are books
about weaving and a diagram that labels the components of weaving in
both languages, as well as the weaving materials.

In amither center the children can view film snips. The children are
using this center as a resource for their ongoing research projects. The
teacha has made several films available. The children select which fihns
they wish to view and if they prove to be helpfid, the information is
included in reports and documented on biblimaphies.

Another center involves the children who are continuing work on their
individual research projects. These children and the teacher are seated
around two tables which are coveted with bins of books (categorized as
explained above). 3x5 note cards, awl childsen's work folders in manila
envelopes.

Lupin', who is researching du Sioux, is reading a trade book in English
called Plains Indians, concentrating on a section called "Games and
Panimes." As she reads, she records in Spanish on an index card information
she finds relevant. She explains the process she and the other children are
following. Lupita's work provides a good example of the rewards and
learning process involved in this theme activity. The class as a large group
began the theme by webbing the content they warned to learn throuldi their
study.

Secondly, each child =posed his or her own web. Lapis's Feb
includes the acounpanying questions she wanted to answer about Native
Americans. The students then write self-generated questions on index
cards about their previously chosen specific topics about Native Ameri-
cans. The children may read and write in either language, or in a combine-
tion of the two.

As the children look in the books for the answers xi their questions, they
record pertinent information on their cards. They also recoid the books
thiy use on a reference sheet which asks for information about the tide,
author, call number, and whether or not duly will use the book for
infoimation. This will become a bibliography when their upcoming repons
are finished.

Upon completion of their research, each child completes a second web
summarizing the infonnatkm they have learned, as a way to monitor their
own learning. This entire process is graded by the teacher (very similar to
how graduate students are evaluated) according to the quality of the
questions, the first web, the resource list, the note keeping, the final report,
the final web, and a composite, overall grade.

Vernica is studying the Yaqui Indians. The teacher is sitting with her,
reading to hsr from an adult level book written in English (Southwestern
Indian Tribes by Tom Balui). After she reads a passage, the teacher
translates the ideas into Spanish and discusses it with Veronica in terms of
her research questions. The teacher is very sib:imbed in the process herself;
she appears to be a co-researcher with Veronica, eager to learn and share
new knowledge with her student. Richard and Evan are at the opposite end
of the table studying the Anasazi. They are searching for information about
weapons and how the Anasazi defended themselves. Richard finds a
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The strategy of a web is explainad
herr was are non-hieramhical
relationshO beftseen information
The use of semantic wel75 and the
wag), studtwits WOrk in the centers
encourages student to shape their
owl learning. The researchers &-
sate the broad array of interests
pursued by the students in their
study a Native Americans,
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Materials
The materials in the classroom also help to extend the amount or type of
learning possible for any child. Included in the materials for the Native
Anwrican nnit, fox example, are a great number of books, including
information books, legends, cookbooks, music and tut books, and many
pieces of children's literature of various genres that deal with Native
Ametican topics. The teacher, the other adults in the classroom, and the
stutkats search for these books and they brin their own, borrow others, or
check them out of the library. Many of the books are at an adult level. The
children read these books selectively, and glean info:nation pertaining to
their self-selected topics and specific questions. The books me sometimes
very difficuk, but the teacha assumes that with hezusistance, the students
can read and use these boda. This is illustrated by the interaction between
Veronica and the teacher, described above. The teacher helped Vaonica,
a dominant Spanish speaker and reader. translate a difficult text from
English into Spanish, rather than assuming that Veronica could not handle
the inform:Won, or that she needed an easier text.

Teacher as Learner
The teacher typically assumes a guiding sad supporting role in the
classroom; she is also an active participant in the learniNg and is equally
absorbed in the content and die process of learning. Although the students
are exceptionally independent and are able to find re4001015, complete
activities, and make decisions with very little adult assisamce, tin teacher
is keenly aware of the inteream of each child and is actively involved in
their learning. She reseamhes along with the children, combining Ism owe
content questions with demonstrations of the research process, and the
types of questions she asks are usually probing questions requiring
elaboration and explanation. The teacher spoke to her role as a learner in
the classioom:

I am the kind of persmt who is never quite satisfied and that
keeps pushing me. I have always felt that i( I got to a point
when I swpped being a learner then I needed to be out of the
clusroom...I model learning for the kids when I sit diving
SSR resding my textboam and my university texts. reading
my professional books and text sets for the claws I take and
sharing my trials and tribulations of writing papers....[The
children] are swans of adults lin the classroom) learning for
themselves u well as (our) telling them that we learn a lot
about how kids learn from witching and sharing with them.

Within the theme unit, the teacher has ample opportunities to combine her
goals as a teacher with ha interests as a learner, as she explains it

By gang through it myself, the questions are really my
questions, thinp I really want to btow about how Native
Americans observe the sky and what kinds of legends they
told about the stars because I love utronornyom you know
then, is genuine interest, they me genuine questions on my
pan.

Mutual Trust
The children have considerable control over virtually all aspects of this
classroom. They select groups, reading mmezials, writing topics, and
theme topics. They generate their research questions and update their
learning tasks with their teacher. The teacher alkrws and promotes this
sharing of power, based on her trust of them as learners. She explains it as

follows:
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It is clear tnat signifIcart efforts are
made by tiw teacher and other
adults to provide relowant materials
for students. When material is
difficult, students are assistal by
adultshairever, the intellectual laeel
of inquiry is kept high.

Here Karen C. xknowleziges that
students large& shape the class,
selecting what they read and write
stvout.
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The classroom is trriti bilingual and
the students make appmprlate
language choice% depending upon the
nature of the activity Bilingualism is
also used t o foster the social relit-
tionshOs betaren the MeMbert3 of
the class and between the stuAgnts
and the adults.

This case study eximines the stuely
group and hew it affected the
practice of teacher Mar(a M.

It's taken a lot of nust to give conned to the children but I
think that I've really been rewasded in the long run. The day
may not run smoothly and it may not look organized to
people WhO UV not Imowledgeable about what is going on in
the classroom, but I think the learning that is going on the
chikben's behalf and on my own is much more genuine and
meaninghl when it is like that.

The teacher's Mist in the children's abilities enables her to set high
expectations for then: their trust in her allows them to take risks, to
experiment, and collaborate with her in learning. Learning in this classroom
is not only an individual achievement but a joint accomplishment between
adults and children.

Binngualism a n d Literacy

Bilingualism in this classroom is not only a goal but a powerful resource
for learning. It forms an integsal part d the classroom community and a
means kr children to expand their literate and social experiences. In the
study centers and grows, Spanish is used interchangeably with English so
that the children learning English could both understand the content in
their dominant languagg and expand their vocabulary and comprehension
in their second language. Whenever appropriate, recording inkeination
occurs in either languap, with decisioas for language choice made by the
children and by the teacher, &pending on the activity and the materials.
The wacher Wins to provide the children with materials in English and
Spanish because it expands the children's literate worlds, and to use their
bilinpalisin to crow interesting, advanced conditions for literacy use and
language learning. But in genetal, the students' and teachw's bilingualism
is used AS a resOuite to expand opportunities to obtain, create, aral
communicate knowledge, and to develop the social relationships so
essential to this classroom's worL

A 1Nacher Refines Her Practices: Maria M.'s Evcdution
This case study spotlights the work of Maria M., a fifth grade bilingual
teacher, the process through which she mu:formed herself as a teacher,
and the role of the study group in facilitating that procesa The study group
developed as a means to provide a context for teachers to think and to
analyze their practice. Tworesearch assistants (E. Saavedra and .I. Dworin),
both experienced teachers, iscilbsted the study group sessions. Although
the group was inkiated by researchers, it quickly became teacher-led and
directed. Four major activities formed the bases of the group's work:

Creating a support group where teachers could inform, assist, and
challenge their curtent thinking and instructional practices.

Exploring the relationship between theory and practice in teaching.

Selecting topics to address ht practice in relation to their own
personal and prokssional needs.

Developing literacy instnictitmal innovations that could challenge
their roles as teachers.

We will present some examples from the minty group and discuss the
potential of such a group for facilitating similar transformations in other
teachers. Above all, however, the key factor in Maria's transformation was
Marfa herself. Without seeing the teacher as an active participant, one
cannot appreciate the process of her development, or of teacher change
more generally. From our perspective, administrators, district personnel,



and especially researchers, cannot change teachas and their practices: the
process of change is simultaneously social and personal and it takes a
sustained, although not necessarily a solitary effort, by the teachers.

A Bibliogsvphk Note About Marfa M.
Marfa is 26 years old and was born and raised in Tucson. Her father was
born in Arizona and her mother in Mexico. Her fiat language was Swish,
but both Spanish and English were spoken in her home as she was growing
up. She attended a local community college and graduated from the
University of Arizona in 1987, with a degree in bilingual education. A
teacher for three years, she is currently taking graduate COMICS towards a
master's degree in Reading.

Marla M.'s Ciassivom a the Beginning qf the Prellea
We started observing Marfa's classroom during the previous academic
year (1988-1989). Her classoom was, in general, quite traditional in its
organized= of instructim characterized by teacher-dominated lessons
and a dependence on basal readers. But Marfa was alseady attempting to
introduce some change into her classroom pracdces. Although the class-
mom operated as a large group for the majcwity of inssuctioo and all of the
students worked on the same assignments at dte same time, they were
seated in small groups and interacted in thew The teacher lead lessons in
the basal reader and modems took turns reading aloud in Spanish or in
English and the teacher asked questions show the ten The students also
did some independent math% and workbook assignments, and the teacher
supplemented the basal readings by reading to the students and by having
students read to the class.

Writing took place primarily in response to worksheets and assign-
ments. However, the teacher was introducing a amber of writing inno-
vations into her lessons. For example, the students were writing in journals
which are read by the teacher. She allowed the students about 5 minutes
each day to write on their journals. In sun, Marfa's class combined
traditional methods with attempts to implement more interactive, or
process-oriented literacy lams. In this respect, she was reptesentative of
most of the teachas participating in the project.

Marla Jobu the Saury &snip
and Accepts the Invitations for Change

Maria agreed to attend the study group at the beginning ci the second
school year of the project (1989-1990). The study group served several
purposes, from supporting on-going practices to being a catalyst for
change. Some of the teachers attended the group regularly, discussed
issues, did the readings, but did not attempt much change in their classrooms.
In one case, the teacher continued to use the basal resting series in her
classroom Int started to examine her teaching practices critically, while
her teaching peruser re-arranged his reading lessons into literature-based
groups. In another case, the teacher experimented with reading retellings
as a way to collect new information on herreaders having problems. A goal
of the study group, thereto:we, was to accommodate diversity, and help the
teachers forge their own pubs to change.

In some respects, Marfa's response to the study group represents an
ideal example. She used the study roup as a context in which to reflect
upon her practices, and with some trepidation, embark upon a process of
slowly changing her teaching, obtaining a new undastanding of both
theory and practice. The following excerpts show how in the study group,
ideas about change in the role of teachers were in the air.
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for change and is punsuing advanced
education at the university and
participating in the project
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Here the meirchers descrii7e the
wawa teachers *come resources for
exh other In unelerstanAng new
instmctional apprvaches.

Karen C., who floured prominent& in
the pmvious case stuety, is a key
participant in the stucfy group. 5he
motivates the other teachers to
reflect upon ther cducatjonal prac-
tiCea

During an initial study group session, discussion centered around ways
of organizing writing activities that would build on the students' interests.
The gmup then turned to the questke of macher control of lessons: who has
control of classrooms? The teachersespecially Kann C.become re-
sources for each odier's thinking:

ES: I keep hearing over and over the role that we play
teachers; we say things like that as a teacher you want, you
make, you give, you provide, we mks objectives, who has
conuol of the classroom?

Karen: The chitchat.

ES: When you say we want, we give, we provide?

Haven: !think the kids in my class have control of ' ve
chosen what they wan to study, they chose their own
writing, they choose the books to read. it may be
orchestratedWs laming what they want to learn and what
they and to learn at my particular point.

Ana: But how do you get than started?

Karen: It's invitation, lots of invitations....

The teachers then &scum ways of helping the children find a purpose for
writing, and how to give them the time to do it. A common theme in the
discussion centers on trusting the students and in providing them with an
environment for risk akin, as we show below:

ES: What underlies that trust?

Kasen: I guess the knowledge, the belief that every child is
a leaner: that every child can learn.

ES: And bow do you develop that belief?

Karen: By watching kids, watching my own children...

Ana: Giving them the heed= to lean...

Karen: I would like to spend my whole thne just sitting in the
middle of the room. us just wandering around with my little
clipboard and just watch end eavesdrop all day long, you
hear and see the most amazing thinp....

Marta: You see a lot of learning going on...

Karen: Sometimes we are so involved we miss it, we miss
what the kids ate doing...

The teachers discuss the need for objectives and for good daily prep-
anuion for teaching, as well as how one develops the role of facilitator of
activities.

ES: How do you get to the point of being an orchestrator and
facilitator.., what is the process you went to?

Marta: Did you model for than?

Karen: I modeled a leaner for kids. I sat at my desk today
reading snd h4gbli plug _Any own leaning at a professional
level is very aware to the kids and I share that....and letting
them know that I am learning from them. You have to give
up all the antra you can't have all the control if you want
those kinds of things to happag you have to give it back to
the kids, you give the responsibility and the right and the
freedan to do it, and it means you organize your classroom
in a different way: it means you interact with them in
different ways...in this aticle (the author) calls it "gentle
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impositions," I like that, I really do...rather than being the
questioner you are the participant, and it's hard for some
kids to acicept yat that way...

The teachers then discuss the work of one of the teachenand his use of

folk tales in the reading lessons, bow teachers muta take risks and allow
failure to happen and learn from the students and their own failure. It is
within this context, where teachers are analyzing their own and each
other' s practices, that Marfa fmds the support to attemptchanges she wants

to make in her teaching of literacy.

Ideas Jim Reuling Materials Stinaslait New "sakes
In another session. Maria describes some of ha only efforts to try (mit
literature studies with her students, instead of relying on the basal readers.
We had distriteted several articles on reading and writing workshops;
several teachers were already wing out some ideas summed by these
readings. Maria mentions that she was adapting sometithe ideas from the
articles and trying them out in her classroom anddescribes how she had her

students summarize. answa questions, learn vocabulary from each story

and record it in a resin:we h3g. She then contimats:

I read this article you gave us, and rather than doing response
logs, what (the author) had them do was read for aboutthirty
minutes, and then the next fifteen minutes as well. She
would give than questions, mystery questions, and then
they would come up and pull the questions out, and then in
a group they woukt answer them (vatally).-and I thought,
well, that is yet another way to do it, you don't have to use
tesponse logs. Then I read on and it said that she later added
that to her class, snd I thought, "that's neat," you can
combine all those things...just to give (the students) some
structure, to help them grow in their thoughts. give them
some guidelines to follow. I just couldn't say, "Oa together
and talk"; I think they need to have some guidance as to what
to talk about...(Transcripts, 1114189).

Maria was using the articles as a resolute to elaborate her thinking about
her classroom practices and using the study group to discuss her views.
Some of the reading activities discussed in the article gaveberm opportunity
to examine whether or not she wanted to put these views of literacy into
practice. The study group was becoming a place where she and the other
teachers could reflect on their them and teaching of literacy.

Peer Interaction Mandates Reflection on Classroom Practice

The major vehicle far examining different views about the teaching of
literacy, however, was through interactions with the other teachers, includ-

ing teachers from other schools and grades. In the following excerpts,
Marfa is questioning Karen C. about her teaching strategies in relation to

the implementaticm of reading awl writ1-4 workshops in her classomn.
During this exchange the other teachers were listening or participating in
the discussion, although Maria takes the lead in questioning Karen.

Maria: How do you aganize your reading period?

Karen: Right now the kids, we're doing a unit on Native
Americans, the reading is integrated with the whole study,
the kids are all studying about their projects. I've put
together some sets of books, some have the same title,
multiple copies, others are books that are thematically
related. And I did book talks, I spent about fifteen minutes
just introducing the different sets to the kids. At the end of
the day there were just sheets up on the chalkboard that

4
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Marfa M. describes her experience
144th using varied reading materials
rather than the basal traders.

Here Marra M. asks Karen about the
mays she organizes the reading
period. The researchers provide a
transcript of the dialogue, illustrating
the ways that the teachers are
shaping their approach to reading.
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Margin Notes identified the sets and they signed up for the book they were
going to read.
Mark: And then what happened the following day?
Karen: They went into their groups amt they had with them
their books and their lit logs. And they read, wrote in their
lop end shoed. While they were doing that I went aromd
to the gimps. And what we did today was just bminstonn
things that you mkt just talk about named to what we read
today. We came up in all the poops with a list of four or five
things, and dm they were asked to identify one, which they
would discuss tomonow. And so tantrum. the expectation
is you come into the group prepared to discuss whatever it
was your group decided on.

Ana: Can they tikes the books home?
Kamm Yes. I have one group that is reading Sone Fete.
which is longer, which is about 80 pages. And today they
decided, they negotiated how much they would mad by the
next day, and there's two kids in then, who are just pretty
much new to English reading, but they really loved to try that
book. And so we said, "Yee, go ahead and tete it hum, you
know, and if you find that two chapters isnot emough or it's
too much, come back and re-negodate, but it is expected
tomotrow that they will come in and talk about Chapters 1
mal 2 in the book.

Maria then asks about guidelines and scheduling relating her question-
ing to the article she read as part of the study grow Karen responds with
two factors that are camel to her work, having the students give direction
to the activity. and having them establish tim relevance of their readings to
their personal lives.

Marfa: When (the studasts) mspond in their logs do they
write whatever they want or chi you give them guidelines
about what to write?
Karen: We've done some things where I asked them to
explore plot, cod character, and setting, when we did our
fairy tales. Because we wanted to look at a genaU fairy tale.
But this time, I asked them to really key on their personal
responses, "What were they thinking about when they read?".
or "How did the bath make them feel?", or "Did they make
the conneetionr, I think you mentioned that too. It's kids
constecting, right away to their personal lives, I think that's
the first response. What really is interesting is thatI ask kids
when they shwa it to read directly from their lop, became
what I find world happen is that when I ask kids to share they
would change what they me thinking, when they would
listen to a few people, bemuse they would sten to feel that.
"Oh what I felt isn't the right ncepoose." espcially if they
haven't been in that kind of a program before. so I said no,
you mad right from yaw log, and they me writing their log
before they have a chance to talk to embody.
Marfa: Is this dose daily. then? They read, respond, and
share whet they read, and then they decick how much they
are going to mad?
Karen: Well, some kids read a chapter book, somebody
asked, "Well, what do you do if you can read mazer And I
asked the kids whet they felt about that. And they decided
that it wouldn't be fair if somebody had read ahead because
they'd know eines that would color their perceptions of
what they were going to say about the book? So they decided
that they could not.
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Marfa follows up with additional quesdons about final frojects, literature
sets, and the size of groups, and about how much modeling Karen does fa
the students to learn her system. Karen also reveals that she does not group
students by ability or level of reading, but by interest or activity. and that
she gets the students used to the idea that she, the teacher, is a co-participant
in the class.

Marfa: Do you ever like model those (activities)?

Karen: Lots of time&
Maria: So you're going over how to do things (with) them?

Karen: Especially this early in the year. But I come in at a
participant level, and that's turd fa childien because I
formd that kids sort of sit and wait for yeu to ask them
questions. And I sit there and wait. and I wait. and they look
at me, and I wait same mote. And somesimes I'll say
something. but I usually don't ask a question. It's a comment
like, "This is what I thought" or "It snuck me that".
Maria: What about those final projects, do you do things as

class? Did you come up with a chart together? What did
you say that you had done, story maps?
Karen: We had done story maps. but they had done those in

firouPs-
Maria: How did they learn to do that?
Karen: We did one all together as a clas& I modeled for the
whale class. We had read a series of books aloud, three
different vasions of the Pied Piper and then we all worked
together on the story map. I cut out the pieces het the kids
told me what they wanted on the map end whew it had to go.
And then they trinket up into grows and did their own map.
That was a hard process, that was the first really cooperative
thing we had, there were some real amok&
Marfa: The children decided what stoup they were going to
be in by siwring up?
Karen: We don't do any groups by levels or anything.

Ana: So you have all kinds of readers in the groups?
Karim Yes. and I've worked with my kids on a couple of
ways to support each otha...(Study Gawp Transcript, 11114/
89).

Tluoughout the session, and in later sessions, Karen became the
informant/mentor, describing how she arranged her classroom and some of
the principles of instruction thin she followed.

Insights ino Change
The study group progressed along the lines described above. About a
month later, as a result of trying out innovations in her classroom and
discussing her work with peers in the study group, Maria was able to report
quite perceptively on her process of chose. Change, she says, is a gradual
process, tat it must begin somewhere, no matter how modest the change
may be. Maria describes:

I think that you can start without the thought that you are
going to let go completely; instead of waking for the perfect
time. because I thought for such a long time, that I wanted to
do literature in my classroom. probably most of last year.
and I was just waiting and waiting for the perfect time and
I did not really know enough ...but instead of waiting for
ever I just started with the basal. I did not have literature sets
yet, but I just started with the reader, changing the program.
and just having than get together end talk about the gory
instead of doing round-robin reading or doing skills. And
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Here Mar(a M. describes how she

graAial6f let go, proceeding in incre-
mental steps. Reflecting upon her
practice, she has become consciously
aware that her approach to teaching
is changing.
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Margin Notes they started just sharing their insigh ts. their though ts. their
connections to the story. So I don't think you have to start
thinking that you are going to know how to do it and bingo.
it's going to work wonderfully.
I just started very slowly. Bach week I was adding a little bit
more. The ibliowing week I gave them an interview, a
reading interview, and then I gathered literature sets. I took
them to the library, they chose books themselves, but I
gathered materials, and it was slow and I was starting to do
it as I was teaming. I don't feel that I know everything you
need to know even now, but I don't think that you should
wait, I think you should just sum

She then &scan how conicknis she's become of the difference
between bow she is teaching mid how die would lace to teach, finding that
the key is to share control of the dassoom with the students, while tiling
to take advantage of their interests in develming the academic activities.
We quote again from the manscripc

Last Thursday when I csme to the (study group) meeting,
right away the nem day, I said. I am ping to do thm. Because
we were talking about how wanted to start with the children's
interests and I was telling Elizabeth here I had imposed a
research project on constellations. I gave them wosksheets
and everything. Hens I am changing in some ways with some
of the writing and reading, but yea had not even thought of
it, flea felt this would be a neat way to show than the
format....1 realize that here they could kern so much more
about asnonany and here they have so many interests, and
I had started them thinking about everything they knew, snd
they had written it into their logs. tot I did not take h a step
fUrther. So that tame evening we met and the next day we
made a semantic web of everything they imew and then on
another chart they wrote down everything they'd like to
lmow, and there were so many things they wanted to know,
we went to the library and they just mucked those books,
and they wen just sitting around throughout the whole
library just looking at thirty that interested them. and I
thought how much nicer, we did follow the format of the
constellatirms. I told the madam you remember how that
were questions about Um constellations. Now you think of
the quesdons you have an this topic, and it was Jim wonderful
to see how interested they were. So I don't feel I know this
whole thing about theme cycles, there is that much MOTO to
learn, these is so much more to study, how to take it to its fah
potential, but this is tins martins point, starting from whew
(the students') interests lie (Trsoscript. 12./12/89).

As Marfa describes it, instructional change comes from attempting new
teaching practices as they are being learned; as they make sense theoret-
ically. they become practical in the classroom. Maria was becoming
consciously aware of her changes mid was able m articulate these changes
for herpeers in the study group, becoming a source of important information
and a facilitator for the other teachers. Although other teachers may
approach change differently, the study group can serve as both support and
catalyst for their efforts.

him* M. Extends Her Experimentation
As she gained confidence in her ability to make positive changes in her
classroom, Marfa decided to Wend her experimentation. Sk found
additional suppat and inspiration from one of her graduate courses and
from the assistance of one of the researchers (Elizabeth). She had asked for
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learning experiences of the students. She mentioned that the "parents and
children will see the mle of the community cm educed** as swishing that
is worthwhile." Ina was, as she put it, "dispuesta al cambia," (ready for
chmtgel. She was concerned with bow parents perceived the school, and
beikved that parents often felt that they didn't belong in the school. She
was cmtvinced, however, thm parents were interested and willing to help.

A Bioruphkal Nose dime Ma A.
Ina maches sixth grade in a whool in the sante general community asMaria
and Karen, and a short distance nom the school where we conducted the
study group. She has approximately 30 modems in her class and they are
predominantly Spanish-dominant. Mexican children. Ming with another
teacher, the is responsiMe for Spanish reading fm the immediatestudents
in her school. This is Ina's fourth year of wain. She is a native of Mexico
and has been living in Tucson for approximately 5 years. Shestudied at a
university in Montenty. Mexico, but obtained her teaching catificate in
Tucson. She has been at her present school for two yews.

We will now describe her work in what we called the "construction"
module or theme emit. She got the iclea for the module from the work of
another teacher participating in the project who wasexperimenting with an
activity centered mu= consumed= and building, a theme of interest to
the stu&nts. Consuuction, it also IBMs 0111, is one of the most praninent
funds of knowledge found in the homes. Ina decided to replicate the
activity in her classroom in an attempt to integrate home and school
knowledp. Her work was one cd the most successful and ambitious
literacy innovations developed in the project, and we believe it sem= as
a prototype for other teachers interested in annbining classroom literacy
activities with household and community funds of knowledge.

Ma A. Innvduees the Construcam Module
The teacher introduced the idea of the construction theme unit to theclass
and discussed with the students possibilities for research on this topic. The
teacher believed, however, that the work required to conduct the unit
would be MOM in depth and extensive than anything they had done before.
For the teacher, the unit clearly represented a new challenge forber and for

the student&
After introducing and clarifying the idea of the theme unii, the teacher

asked the students to visit the library to start locating infmmadon e_a
building or construction. In partkular, the students obtained materials in
either English or Spanish on the history of dwellings and ondifferent ways
of constructing structuns. Through ber own research in a community
library and in the school district's media center, the teacher identified a
series of books on construction and on different pmfessions, including

volumes on architects and carpenters, and dedded to wse dula as Part of
dx module. The students built a model house or other structure as
homework and wrote brief essays &scribing their research or explaining
their construction. In the following example, two studentscoltaborated on

a story based on the details of their model, inventing a character named
Marfa, whose father constructs holism

La can de Marfa egg un pueblo lejano esti hecha pot
su padre. La case de Maria tiene dos cuanos tan cuarto pars
su mind y papi. El afro de uul es de ella. Su cunt° no dens
nada ni de sus padres. Lambs time dos sillones y una ntesita
en el medico. El balk, es chico y es anchono es lujoso lo unico
lujoso es un espejo chico. La cocina time una end: poco

Community KnoWledge 31
and Classroom Practices

Margin Notes

In the first phase, students drvw
upon bray resources in thefr re-
search about construction. They
wrote essays and stories based on
their research and hitt model
houses
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The students' parents and relatives
The first visit eti the classroom was one of the students* parents, as
we described, and in sulmequent activities the parents became a
regular source of information and assistance with the academic
tasks.

Other students' parents rs relatives
The teacher also invited parents of students not in her class, thus
extending beyond her classroom dus immediate netwmk of knowl-
edge available to her mid to the students.

Teaches's own network
In extending the module the teacher used her own social network as
a resource of knowledge inviting relatiVeS mid rtiCtItIS tO pitttiCipitte
in thC

School staff and teachers
The teacher also used the expestise of alias in the school, including
teachers and other staff.

annmunity members without school age children
The teacher also invited other members of the surrounding commtmity
who were not necessarily part of the children's or her immediate
social network.

I University faculty and graduete students
The teachers used the knowledge she gained from the university
personnel.

As we will show next, these social networks became a regular feature
of cleave= instruction.

The Unit is Extended
to Lamer Questions 4Conuntusity Planning
figablishism social networks to access funds of knowledge for academic
learning, geminated important secondary activities in this classroom that
went far beyond the initial module. Fos example, the class invited one of
the students' brothas, studying to be a draftsman, to present consnuction
plans to the class and explain how be developed them. Stimulated by the
presentation, the students decided to extend the module by going beyond
the building of individual structures and combine them to fonn acommonity.
But developing a model dm community with its streets, services, parks and
private mul public buildings required consideraide resemch. The students
and the teacher followed two stnneghas. One is that they returned to the
libutry to do research. They acquired additional information on what a
town or dty requires for its development, for example, obtaining water and
providing electricity. To supplement the library research, the students
conducted observations in their own crunmunities to determine what other
aspects of 'titian life they may need to incorporate into their model. The
teacher provided the class with a huge poster of a town, which she found
during her own research, and tbe students placed k on the side wall of the
class, near their models. As was now the routine, part ri the classmom task
became for the students to present their research in writing and to share it
orally with the class or with others in the school. Consider the following
example:

There are many people that work in construction. ftst there
is a de :nor. She designs the way the inside of the building
will lotm like. She finds the best quality Ittrniture to match
the color of the room, she also gets the rugs, curtains etc. to

Community Knowledge
and Classroon Practices

Margin Notes
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Ina A draws upon wen funds of
imowleeige In imialementing the con-

struction module.

in the extensim of the module, Me
studevIts consider the protliems and
challenges of building an entire
community

53



Margin Notes

The module eauer as a terywraty
and supplementary activity, but as
the teacher eut4nded the module, it
startekol becoming mote =tag to
the class' actPities, a vehicle to
acoomptish the teacher's curricular
goals.

In this section, the researchers
note hew community members 16tIre

invited to the classroom as prt of
an exerese in writing biogrichy

Ina A's class took seven steps in
ting biographies.

match the color. The architecnue desipm the building. He
meg figure out the length, width and how many rooms there
will bo.

The estimaion figures out how much everything will cost.
He Idea to find the best, least expensive tools for the Job. he
also has to altiMISO how long will it take to finish. because
every day they must pay money.

The carpenter does all the wood work. He designs all the
wood we*. He designs the frame to start the building. He
also does sticks so when they pour the macro it is straight.
The electrician pus the wires inside the walls for electricity..
He also does the outlets for connecting things, to have liglus
and other needs.

The plumber is sonmone who does drains. He does bathroom
wires and he puts a hose like, so that water can come out of
a fountain.

An important consequence of the module was how it shaped the
students' and the teacher's peatepdon of the parents and the community in
general. In a sense, the teadaer convinced herself that valuable knowledge
exists beyond the clam= and that it could be mobilized for acackmie
learning. She also undastood that teaching through the community, as
represented by the people in the various social networks and their collective
funds of knowledge, could become part of the classroom routine, that is,
an integrated pan of the "core" curriculum.

Ina A. &wakes 10
Other Pure qf the Curam
The two activities we descsibe below ware developed by the teacher and
:nucleate. independent of ow Mistime. As such, they represent a gener-
Wind= of the comMuctkan module activities into the cwriculum. This is
a key point. The module maned as a temporary and supplementary activity,
but as the teacher extended the module, it started becoming more central
to the dassroom's a:civilise, a vehicle to accomplish the teacher's curricular
goals. The teacher generalized the module by ineerporating the "core"
curriculum within the module's activities. This generalized= illustrates
the mem to which the teacher and her class tuul taken over, appropriated.
the initial module's activities and awned something new to address the
needs of this specific classroom. An example will illustrate this process of
aPProPrisdon-

The teacher had attended an in-servke training session on writing and
was provided with a package of materials on possible writing activities.
She =deed that one of the activities concerned writing biographies anti
deliberately chose this topic as a theme to reinforce the instructional
process involving ftmds of knowledge which the class had started with the
coustructioo module. The logic of developing this new module is what's
of interest here. h depicts how the teacherre-crested ber own version of the
module, and suggests bow sbe was acquiring ownership of the procedines
and goals ci the activity.

The sequence of the module's activities illuminates these steps:

First, the goal of the activity was for the students to write a
biography. The procedures included the students writing about the
lives of people' from different generations. The study mamials
included questiom about people's activitim as chilthen, a topic that
particularly interested the students. The teacher used the available
language arts materials to train the children in bow to interview
others. The students also started to identify who they wanted to in vile
to the classroom for the class tO interview and persons they could
interview outside the class:ann.
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the students' abilities. Although ow main concern was to have the teachers
focus on the tesources outside the classroom, they preferred to scan by
discussing the particulars of insuucticur within their classrooms. We
fdlowed their lead.

As the wwk ;stemmed, we made ow theoretical and ideological
wedilections quite clear: assent instructional practices, with an emphasis
on rote-hie instruake, passive students, antailed interactions, and kw-
level academic work, seriously constmin what children are able to learn
and display intellectually. We favored maming-based, hnetactive ap-
woaches to literacy instruction, where the children have considerable
control ova their learning, and where they are active use's of litaacy to
accomplish high level intelkanal tasks. Beyond its pedagogical mails,
this approach wovides ample opportunides to apply fends of knowledge
in classroom practice, facilitating strati* connection between parents,
their knowledge, and the studans' academic work.

For the first duete malts of the study group, the teachers assessed what
they wanted to change in their classrooms, read articles about literacy
inuruction and discussed how they could go about plena's* and imple-
matting change in their classrooms. Those madras who were already
planning or conducting more "participator lessons, in which the students
were reading for meaning with trade books, or using reading and writing
in suppon of a broader clasuoom activities or theme studies, or taldng
advantage of the households' funds of knowledge as part of the students'
academic tasks, discussed their work with unusual candidness, offered
suggemions awl advice as well as learned from the other teachers. In short,
the teachers became resources far each other; they developed their own
supportive network.

Our analysis teveals several resources for change that came together as
part of the snub, group's work, they include the following:

Fars the role of other teachers in expanding each other's theme:deal
and practical development, and in providing a forum for interactions
and mfiections about make and theory.
Reseatch literatum: the important sok of studying the literature
about the study and teaching of literacy.

Classroom analysk the examinatkm of practica developed in
conjunction with the study group 'Ask, especially how the practices
influenced specific students' literacy use.

Mentor: the key role of a mentor in modeling and explaining
alternative practices.

Courses: the importance of university cowsework in developing
knowledge and in engaging in inquiry.

Community: the use of the broader community as a source of ideas.

The study group served a variety of purposes, from supporting on-
going practices to being a catalyst for change in some classrooms. A majw
function, however, was in mixing these resources strategically depending
on the needs of a particular teacher. We wanted to accommodate diversity,
and help the teacher's forge their own pads to change. Throughout the
experience, we did not want to impose but collaborate with the teachers.
In most cases, we felt that the teachers already possessed much of the
knowledge to change or improve their literacy instructional practices, the
role of the study group is to assist the teachers' thinking in developing
innovations.

Community Knowtedp
and Glassman Practices

Manyn Notes
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The researchers let the teachers set
the pace, but they make thek
philosophical positions about educa-
tion elflicit Afor three months, the
teachers lattgin to identify Ow kinds
of changes in classroom practice
they wish to make.

The researchers identined six re-
sources that contrt.- Jted to the
effective functioning of the study

group.
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40 Resources for Literacy Instruction

Margin Notes;

While school principals may not
=matt active& participate in the
stwty grow, their undorstaneing and
support of the pnocess is key to
makhg change possible.

The rrsearchers note that change MI
take time and caution against
assuming that the process Will be
instantaneous. They also note that
money is a iveicome incentWe, al-
though they believe that ultimately
teachers are rnore motivated ty their
desire to imprcve their own instruc-
tional practice and their needs to
share ideas with colleagues.

Supportive Priadpak
The suppon and encouragement of principals greatly facilitates the pro-
cess of inquiry and change. Principals am in an especially strong position
to develop such study stoups and assist machos. In our experience, the
principals were willing w suppost the study group and the experimental
grow as las as the teaches (and the principals) felt that the work would
benefit the students. All of the inincipals were invited to attmd the study
groups, although only we came occasionally. Most of the teachers, in nun,
were ambivalent about principals participating in the grow, feeling that
their presence would inhibit the discussions end the planing. As expected,
smne of the wad= believed that their principal supposted if not encour-
aged attempts at innovation, while others felt tho the principal was more
concaned with routines and lames that were inelevam to their teaching.
All of the principals expressed that at a minimum they wanted to la
infmmed about the work takin Owe in the classmoms. To oar knowl-
edge, none discouraged the teacheis from meeting as a group or front trying
to impleman changes in practice that they felt would help the students.

All principals mpported this pmject and the teachers' efforts. This
support will caninuet three of the schools am plowing to initiate teacher
oudy groups as pan ri their weekly routines, and two of these have agreed
to modify their schedules so that amebas can meet every Wednesday
afternoon in study group formats. The purposes of these study groups will
vary. depending on the interests of the faculty and issues of concern within
the specific school (e.g., the developnent of literacy in the students' first
languor). At a thhd scbtol, we have been invited to hdp organize a study
gimp to address the principals and teachers' concerns about fostering
literacy in both English and Spanish.

Resources Required
We do not underestimate the difficulty of the process we have undertaken
and the time needed to establish new limey routines in classrooms. Time
is a crucial element. Teachers need the time to meet and think and to
conceptualize otd implement change in their classrooms. The students
need thne to urulerstand what is expected of than to assume much . e
responsibility for their schoolwork. Both teachers and students also neJ
time to understand how to evaluate success, when the major criteria is what
one does with literacy, rather dun a scare cm a static test with little or no
relation w sophisticued uses of reading and writing.

Money is another important factor. We paid the teachers in the project
for their wak after school hours. They were remunerated for their
participation in the study groups and in any other activity related to the
project. Did paying the teachas make a difference in their rate of partic-
ipation and in their willingness to try out a new approach? Possibly. We are
sure that there were a couple of teachers who attended the study group
became they were gating paid. However, there were also a couple of
teachers who did not participate actively despite the attraction of money.
The mat** of teachers were pleased that they were geuing paid w
professionals participating in a research project. Yet we believe teachers
were la.gely motivated to participate in an effort to help the children
develw their literacy abilities. Most teachers are concerned about the
students in their classrooms, want them to do better, and are willing to put
in the time and effort to assist them. If they receive money or academic
credit, it is welcome, but such incentives may not be necessary to have
teechers meet, analyze their practices, shoe ideas and opinions, and try to
improve the ways they are terwhing. Most teachers still work in relative
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42 Resources for Literacy Instruction

Man 3ln NOW

The research collaborators hens urge
teachers to think about the underir
ing assumptions of this prqxt and
W consider incorporating its value-
orientation into their avn practice.

We have identified several principles of instruction as part of the case
stuthes (also me bildbography). Let us reknit* some oldie main ones here,
for they are an important resowce for guiding practice.

Always uy to maintain the intellectual integrity of schoolwok by
engaging students in academkally challenging and interesting ac-
tivkies. Literacy develops mostpowafidly in response to the students'
social and intellectual needs. The roleof the teacher is to mediate and
guide activitkis that fidfill those needs.

Lam to tag thst all students can be learnws and aspect their
intellectual abilities. Teacher and students must co-cream diverse
and Ripropriate (authentic) circumstances ibr children (and teach-
ers) to apply their considemble linguistic and intellectual resources.
A students' lack cd Emilish fluency is never an impediment to full
participation in academic tasks at the highest level possible.

The goal of reading and writing is the talking damning. Obtaining
and communicating meaning (mothers and to one' s self) are the only
legitimate reasons for using literacy.

Twat bilingualism as a resource to expand the students literate awl
social worlds, which in turn aeates new contexts for their thinking.

The materials in a classroom, including texts, must be meaningful
and relevant. These materials are tools and resources for learning,
their pwpose is to extend the amount and type of learning possible
for any child
Consider the students' and their families' funds of knowledge as the
bases for instruction, it re-defines the children and the adults idtheir
lives as authentic resources for clasmoom learning, and facilitates an
exchange of knowledge between homes and classrooms.

It is by combing resources of both classrooms and community, by
providing teaches with the autonomy to be active thinkers about their
work, and the support to make change feasible, that we can release dm
potential in waders awl nudism to make change a realinic possibility.

Banters and Sobakms
We perceive that the major barriers to implementiug the wore described in
this chapter see tied to institutional beliefs and expectations. Teachers face
various constraints including district goals dist must be accomplished, and
a conical= to folkw with die usual requirements of following a specific
sequence with an emphasis ce the teacher as the holder awl transmkter of
knowledge, and the students we relatively passive recildents of this
knowledp. We have come to appreciate Langer and Applebee's (1987)
conclusion that nadidonal instructional practices make introducing in-
novation into classuoms a very difficult task. In addition, many teachers
have unesamined assumptions about what constitutes appropriate in-
structional practices, especially for language minority children, and about
bow children learn to rad and write. These ate assumptions that may
represent formidable obstacles to implementing instrucdonal innovation.

We are suggesting fundamental changes in the rola of teachers and the
roles of students as learners. These changes emphasize the students' own
engagement in the learning process, using literacy for the development of
meaning, with dm strategic assistance of teachers. These reggestion go
against the grain in many schools and districts where, for example, there
is an unquestioned assumption that Hispanic and caber working class
stwknts ate simply not capable of doing the type of work described herein,

C



that they need and deserve low-level, rigid, skills training. The complaint
may be that what we suggest may be fine with the tandems we worked with
but that their specific situation is unkm that in their panicular districts
teachers and parents really do not cam about the studmus' education and
that, in any case, it will take the students a long time to be able to use
literacy as pan d their own research and learning acdvities, as we
advocate. What we propose is simply no:practical; that it does not fit easily
within mos classrooms as currently stnictured.

Anoduir objection may be dun a suffkient number of tads books and
other materials are not available. One hems reasoning along these liner.
'Why stmt changing instruction, the teachers will not know what to do if
they do not have some sort of guide or manual?' or `Teaches are mo Way
with other mattes cr unmotivated to be attending study groups.' Or
'Everyone knows that teachers won't read anything that is too comAicated,
act as tesearch articles or bookig they must be told what to do, not asked
to thinL'

We are also aware that a major problem with piojects such as ours. as
Samson (1982) has emphasized. is assuming thm one can program change
by the calendar. limns is often an unrealistic time perspective of the
difficulties of obtaining positive change in places as comply" as schools
and classrooms. Researches are notorious for underestimathig the IBM-
culdes of going ftom a good idea or promise* results to sound classroom
make (see Oallimme, 1985 ).

Nonetheless, we believe that our experience effectively overcomes
these obstacles and challenges. We man mining with dm teachers'
study group, as a setting for thinking and analysis, and by misting the study
group to dimes in literacy practices. The goal is for teachers to develop
new frameworks for undemanding their teaching and for developing
clumps in their penctices that make sense to them and their students.
Teachers need not work alone.

Our experiences suggests that there are many within the schools and
within the community willing and lager to work for change by making
educational use of the funds of knowledge. Our secommendadon is to
create social networks for change. The snategic involvement of others in
the change process 'ais a matte that derives from the princ#11e that those
who are or may be affected by the change should have some pan in the
chimp proem because only through such involvement can they become
committed to the change* (Samson, 1982, p. 294). Mum& the involve-
meat, they come to see the change as their own. Children, teachers and
parentsthe groups most likely to be affected by changesshould be
instrumental in bringing them about. The fint strategy, then, is to seek and
obtain the support of those who me esseadal for the proposed change.
When teachers create a care grow to help each other examine and re-
define the problem and the resources avsileble for action, they me begisming
in a paddy. direction. When the teachers reach out and involve the
principal, they are strengthening and building a broader constituency for
change. By involving parents from die cmnmunity in classroom literacy
activities, the teachers root in the community constituency for change
where it is likely to grow robust and flourish.

Community Knowleciip
and Clasen:tom Practices

Margin Notes

43

The barriers to these instrtetional
irovvations are law& attituAnal.
The research collit,orators here arc
defining the lines of a debate in the
current policy dalogue about Am
WM Mee fitiOlt OMcamp, **eh
might be caned institutional conser-
vatives, may *neve that minority
students av not capable of meeting
the Intellectual challenthes of this
47prtwich. Teachers, the institutdonal
conservatives ntight hold, have little
interest in designing their men
curricula t would be better t wait
for tad:book publlshere to invent new
materials. The authors dtalevtge
these asountptions and argue that
the lifte-sdical lab is the best place
to begin process of insvvation. But
they recognize that change may not
evolve as quick& as researchers
would Nish. So they urge teachers,
students, and the community to
begin forming a constituency for
change.

BEST COPY AVAILAILE
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A third factor is the importance of teachers learning how to articulate
how they am teaching and why they are teaching that way. Teachers need
to develop a language and vocabulary that helps them explain their
decisions to others, including students, parents, and other teachers. Karen
was always thinking out loud in her classroom, letting the students know
what dm was thinking, what she was writing, or what she was uying to
accmnplish. Similarly in the study group, she was able to share her thinking
with her colleagues and explain her actions and decisions in the classroom.
This language is developed through the reading of themy and the analysis
of prmice, and dwmigh the discussicm of issues wish peers and other
colleagues.

These three factors, dealing with the uncertainty of taldng risks, the
interdependence of teacher and student chant% and being able to explain
the work to others, all help redefine the role of teachers, and as a
ccasequence what we an expect from =dents. If our case studies are any
indication, teach= can expect the following from their students:

a) theater involvement from the students, as their intetests become
legitimate topics of study.

b) More reading, including different types of texts, as reading becalm
the essential activity to accowlish their projects and tasks in the
classroom.

c) More writing and a greater variety d writing as writing becomes the
essential way to communicate with others, make a poim, or influence
another's point of view, or a way to reflect and think about one's own
work.

d) S maga confidence as they realize that they are capable of advanced
academic work and that they can take charge of their own learning
and explore new areas of study either independently or with the
teacher's or their peers' help.

t.) Effective use of their bilingualism as a MOO= for thinking as they
understand how knowing two languages expands ime's ability to
enter new social and literate worlds.

f) Eagerness to display their knowledge to others duough activities or
exhibits that they have conceived and developed.

g) More fluent articulmation of their experiences and learning as talk
becomes a cornerstone m the clasamoom's functicming.

h) Auempts to relate their clastroom learning to what occurs in their
communities as they start making am:sections through their
schoolwork and through the participation of parents and community
members in their activities.

What can teachers expect? The most difficult challenge for the teachers
is to seriously question their ways of teaching and to develop new practices
that make sense to them and help their students. In doing so they can expect
the following:

a) To understand how their practices limit or facilitate their students'
academic development.

b) To give academic goals top poiority, especially if the classroom
contains limited English speaking students.

c) To share control of the classroom with the students, where the
students' interests and goals count as much as the teacher's.

63
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Marvin Notes

Sasal on the case stu4y, the re-
searchers conclude that teachers
are likely to see mom/ of these
positive effects upon students.

In wrms of the teacher's own devel-
opment, they would tv likely to see st(
effects.
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CONTACTS AND MATERIALS AvAnABLE

The following persons can provide additional information about the
project reported in this chapter

Dr. Charlene Rivera, Director
Innovative Approaches Research Project
Developmen Associates, Inc.
2924 Columbia Pike
Arlington, VA 22204
telephcme 703 979 010f

Dr. Luis C. Moll
College of Education
University of Arizona
Tucank AZ 85721

Dr. Carlos Wlez-Ibitiez, Director
Bureau of Applied Reseasch in Anthropology
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

The following reports and papers are available.

Moll, Luis C., Velea-Ibitiez, C., Greenberg, J. (1990). Community
Knowledge and Classroom Pluctice: Combining Resources for
Literacy Instruction. (Final Technical Report, Innovative Ap-
'roaches Research Project) Minim, VA: Development Associ-
ates, Inc.

Greenberg, J. B. (1989). Funds of lutowledge: Historical constitution.
social distribution and transmission. Paper pntsented at the annual
meeting of the Society for Applied Antlunpology, Santa Fe. NM.

Moll, L. C., & Greenberg, J. B. (1990). Creating =es of possibilltbss:
Combining social contexts for instruction. In L C. Moll (Ed.),
Vygouky and education. Cambridgez Cambridge University Press.

Moll, L C., Velez-lbillez, C., & Greenberg. J. (1988a). Project im-
*memoir:on plan: Community knowledge and classroom practice:
Combining resourcesfor literac y instruction, (IARPSubcontract No.
L-10, Development Associates). Tucson, AZ: College of Education
and Bureau of Applied Research in Antinapology, University of
Mizona.

Moll, L. C., Velez-lbitlez, C., & Greenberg. J. (1990). Final report:
Commwdty knowledge and classroom pracdce: Combining resourc-
es for literacy instruction, (1ARP Subcontract No. L-10, Develop-
ment Associates). Tucson, AZ: College of Education and Bureau of
Applied Research in Anthropology, University of Arizona.

Velez-Iblinez, C. G. (1988). Networks of exchange among Mexicans in
the U.S. and Mexico: Local level mediatin:r.,..ponses to national and
international transformations. Urban Anthropology, 17(1), 27-51.
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DOMAINS OF KNOWLEDGE IN THE COMMUNITY

Analysis of the funds of knowledge in the community revealed very broad
clusters of information.

AGRICULTURE AND MNING

Ranching and Fanning
Horsemanship (cowboys)
Animal husband.,
Soil aml irrigation systems
Weather and climate
Crop and Avertable planting
Veterinary medicine
Pests - e.g. mice, crickets, cockroaches (insects)
Domesticated and wild animals
Hunting, tracking, dressing
Curing, tanning
Fishing

Mining
Timbering
Minerals
Assaying
Blasting
Equipment operation and mainumance

ARTS, FOLKORE AND MUSIC

Music
Composition (for mastitis with crickets)
Insmunental (guitars, violins)
Vocal (sight reading, chero songs, writing music, lyrics)

(memory, fractions, tempo, rhythm, harmony, melody, recognition)
Orchestration
Braid organization
Chaos

Border Lore

ECONOMIC AND STRATEGIC INMRMATION

Business
Real estaft (renting and selling)
Market values
Appraising
Contracting
Loans
mortgages
Property management
Institutional familiarity
Credit checks
Marketing labor laws
Organization of production (constniction)
Building codes
Accounting
Federal regulations
Computational skills
Literacy skills
Sales (candies, bicycles)
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EDUCMION
Parents assist with homewott
For Mal and informal

Job training

Musical uainin8

hartics)
Religious trailing
Learning by example and observation (ntec
Ranching and farming, as school

ComPutaticaal Oils
Meanolement skills
Reading °I malluslag Notional Geographic , Tittle , Newsweek,

history boolts, blugainta, e encYclofedias, 004
,

Housekeeping, bills, caudognes, self-iroptoverneM books
shololiatg lists, business literattue, animas. school
assigmnenta.

Listening and observational skills
Poetics

MEDICINE

ConteraposrY medicine
Drugs
Fug aid pocedunts
AnstomY
Medical systems and practidoners

tifulwifery
Folk Medicine

Folk veterinari medicine
Po* outs, e.g. for asthma
liesbsd loowledge

Diagnnalics
f animItnowledge of anatomy and biology oals

Kinds sad classes of animals
Kinds and classes of plants
Iran& Ind classes of herb mixes

HOUSERCADMopooterr
Budgets
°lactate

Onidon caring for children
Childlon playing a cluldcare
Adult childcare as put of adult carmaitga by c.hild
tiousehohl chores, e.g. cooking, cleaning, Inending, yardwork
Appliattte fePait (refrigerators and washing machines)
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MA T E R I M . ie4rs SCISSTIgC itr1010.100,6

Ccostuction
Copeturi
Bolding blue/Ojos

Masonry (aricldaYing)
Soots",

Build,g faces (data lint)
Plantains

Coal° and besting imaanation
. Obit ingalla/i°0

andFaduti, exterior interior
mailutcas

Illaganits implements

'Estimates ot matesials and calculating costs
Design and seatectura

RUC*
Messarement slala and levelittil estimates tor sewer

Stadia codes
City codes

Palo" watts'w
Asselttaly of labos

Managcsaent sidlls

Bicycle sttop and go-ltart builder

Welding 111109iledge

Muir
hiOne
Xutocanaile
%oast maintenance
Plumb" (toilets)

%easing and air conditioning
Bicycle

Tractor

RITUALS OD RE11010t4

CalediSgt
Salle reading

Baptism
fast C0101111041

Weddings

LitatOPuerluoviledse. Masa
nsda

moral icnowledge Sid ethics

Cosmic infoolatiort

Quint:00os

corstrourill/ 00001105
iaul Classroom ?ractiCeet
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SOCIAL NEINVORKS

Visits
Child exchange and case
Household suppott or management (paying bills, smart consumer,
exchange budgets, dc.)
Insdtutional knowledge

School
INS, welfare, clnuch, banks
Learning limits of expected utilities, hospitals, etc.

Moral support (advice)
Interpersonal skills
Conflict mediation
Caring for tbe sick, the elderly
Maintaining weird netwaks
Networks as communication system

Brokerage system (chiktren facing the insthutions as interpreters)
Child/abdt relations: lespeto"
Recognizing the flexible social boundaries outside immediate house
bold: uust, mciprocky. etc.

Qualitathe role playing (in dense networks with more persons with
greater oppaumities for response and for =Ha)


